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The Hermetic Caduceus 

and the Mirror 

Every teaching of ours is illusory until it is translated into a practice and an action. You will 

therefore be taught the directions for the first operations, of which you know from what I have said 

before. 
First, you need to become the master of a part of your life, or at least of your day, in order to firmly 

and actively establish a new quality: thus: 

Become innerly detached from yourself and from what surrounds you; maintain a sober, effortless, 

neutral, and well-balanced lifestyle, without excesses. Sleep only as needed and eat little. 

Let your body be whole, calm, harmonized. Temper your soul with the power that is in you; 

cleanse it from impulsiveness, passions, restlessness, and then stabilize it and amalgamate it with your 

body. 

Other beings do not exist. Do not let their actions, thoughts, or judgments affect you, no matter 

what they are. 

Make sure that nothing will secretly creep into you: watch over everything that comes from the 

outside and that emerges from the unexplored depths of your consciousness. Observe all things in 

silence with your mind and remain unperturbed, stopping every judgment with a firm hand. 

If passions bother you, do not react or become perturbed. Bring them .deliberately to satisfaction, 

and then get rid of them. 

Grow in this direction until you are able to realize the frivolity, uselessness, and the threat of every 

thought, so that your mind, too, may slowly calm down and silently crouch at your feet. 

In this way you can slowly build up a strength inside you, similar to a lord whose glance instills 

silence, respect, or confusion in the servants around him. 

This is our Gold: 0000 

When you will do this with a subtle, constant, strong, and gentle are when the equilibrated and neutral 

state in you has finally become a continuous and natural thing—then you will feel connected again to 

yourself, enjoying a sense of interiority such as you have never experienced before. At this point you 

will experience a propensity to rest in yourself, and from this calm and enlightened rest, a sense of 

spiritual and free contentment will ensue. 

Observe this sensation and retain it. When you will possess it entirely (through an inner act that I 

cannot tell you about, since you will learn it only after you have invented it), try to connect it with the 

body so that it may pervade it as warmth pervades water; in the end, of the two, only one thing, one 

state will result. 

This is the fluidic state. 

This operation in our Tradition is called "the first extraction of 'Mercury (or of Hermes �) from the 

Mine." 

Let your consciousness hold on to this state, with a calm firmness. Let it go, then evoke it again 

repeatedly; study it, learn it until you feel it as a reality awaiting in the subconscious, ready to emerge 

at your command. When you have conquered this point, you can be sure you have, progressed far 

enough. 

You will be instructed about the various properties of the fluidic body only in relation to the various 



operations, the First one of which I am about to reveal to you. Know that every sexual encounter that 

is dominated by the thirst for pleasure paralyzes it, makes it weak and languid—especially in people 

with nervous temperaments. Know that the fluidic body is energized by a vegetarian diet1," fasting, 

and even magical aromas, as is hinted in one of its names ("aromatic body") and in one its particular 

aspects (the vampiric"), Know that every sudden loss of equilibrium or strong emotion that occurs 

when consciousness is in relationship with it may cause serious harm, in both the body and the psyche. 

Know that its virtues must be sharpened through a special discipline. 

Let me give you an elementary hint about it, so that you may understand the sense of the initiatic 

education of your feelings. 

You should not destroy feelings, but rather destroy your stubborn clinging to them, namely 

pleasure, desire, aversion, and anguish. Purify yourself from such dregs; become free from the bond of 

the heart; be open, free from fears and pettiness in your feelings. In the way deep, clear, still water 

reveals what is at the bottom, likewise no longer identify yourself with your feelings, but rather 

receive them and observe them as you would external things. Let this thought be born in you: "Just as I 

am not the food I taste, likewise I am not the feelings that I allow to echo freely in me: they are not 

mine, they are not rne." 

Only then will feelings be able to speak to you—when you cease to be lost in them and concerned 

only with enjoying or suffering. They will reveal to you a new organ of sense beyond the animal ones, 

as "objective" as they are, though oriented to a more subtle aspect of reality. Educate this new sense 

with inner attention, focusing on the ear of the heart: make it as refined as you can. At the center of 

yourself, like a spider that keeps under control all the strings of its web and their vibrations, let there 

be a calm self-control and a scrutinizing lucidity, purified and fearless, open to every voice. 

This education of the heart, which you will operate through "persuasion," with a slow and gentle 

"fire,' will eventually infuse a supersensible power of knowledge into your fluidic body. This 

education realizes a "distilled water," a transparent water consecrated in the sign of your neutrality that 

dominates it: 

Having done that, attempt the liberation of the central power 0 and the encounter with the Serpent. 

This happens when the consciousness of your "Self" is able to transfer itself into the seat of the fluidic 

body, and when the latter is detached from the animal senses and consequently isolated from the 

physical world. 

There are several techniques that can be employed. Scorn the cautiousness of the petty methods of 

"meditation," which can rarely free you : truly, not just in your imagination—from the quagmire of 

mental forms and the prison of the brain. Employ instead direct techniques. Use the "Mirror". 

In order to isolate the fluidic body, it is necessary to first neutralize and deactivate the sensitivity of 

the physical body. The "Mirror" technique acts on the optical nerve and fatigues it, until the power 

concern-rated in the act of staring is freed from the physical organ and actualized in the fluidic light
2
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Proceed as follows. 'Find a clean room, preferably outside the frantic at =sphere of big cities, in the 

countryside, or in a place where silence rules and nothing can possibly distract you. Seal yourself off 

                                                           
1
 According to an occult law, every energy of a being that is not being, actualized in that being constitutes a 

burden and an impediment in every initiatic operation. In human beings there are particular forces of 

organization, which absorb and transform the food, As we move from the mineral co the human domain we find 

an increasingly organized matter. By eating vegetables we unleash forces that would not be manifested by eating 

meat, since in animal material the effort of organisation in regard to the vegetable world is already resolved. This 

is how vegetable food propitiates a higher degree of fluidic presence and dynamism. Moreover, we can avoid the 

danger of certain psychic infections that can be positively resolved only by applying the inner fire in a special 

work of transformation, aimed at turning the "poisons" into "vital juices," 
2
 This is the same goal or the yoga technique caned pratayara; which consists in staring at a curtain part of one's 

body or at an external object. 



from everything that is outside of you. Dry and clear nights are preferred. Do not. wear clothes that are 

too tight, or engage in practice. with a full stomach. Open the windows, burn some myrrh, and then sit 

before a mirror. 

Having made up your mind, repeatedly and persuasively evoke the Fluid state that the slow and 

deep inspiration of the myrrh in the air will make more lively; join it closely to a sense of yourself as a 

"presence" and impassible superiority fit for command. Then stare at the mirror. 

The mirror can be of crystal, steel, copper, or bronze; it should be concave so as to collect the light 

of a lamp in a central point. The lamp ought to be positioned in such a way as to remain hidden from 

sight and to cast a dim light around you except for the mirror.'" Stare at the central point of light in the 

mirror, without blinking, until everything is phased out. Keep at it. This point will turn into a black 

hole. The black hole will first grow into a bluish spot, then into a faint aura, and finally into a milky 

white one. Soon enough this whiteness will produce a rapid expansion of a fresh and bright light. 

This is the threshold of the supersensible, and the first contact with the "Astral Light," in which the 

subsistent nucleus is freed, in principle, from the conditions burdening the incarnated beings that dwell 

at the bottom of the 'waters." 

As I said, stare at it. This is both all and nothing. "Staring" is a verb that encompasses a long search, 

an uncertain path built with the secret art of a careful, subtle, and prudent dosage, combining and 

equilibrating the active and the passive, the sensitive and the determinative elements of the soul. I can 

be of little help here. You must open the way by yourself and walk with your own feet. 

Let your staring be effortless, without apparent will (like fire under the ashes), as if you were about 

to gently fall asleep. Stare at it and then abandon your gaze, try not to think about it anymore; forget 

about it. Sight is the starting point, but in reality your whole soul will be active in the operation, and its 

fixed staring is only a means to fix itself. 

Intensify this abandonment by loving it, agreeing with it, tempering it with a sweet persistence, 

until it becomes a continous thing that no longer seeks to resist you, when you push it even deeper. On 

the other hand, you must resist a presence that is subtle and not subjected to you—namely yourself as 

a simple point that fear cannot halt and that knows how to retain and preserve itself. This presence 

does not obstruct the direction of your abandonment, riding it instead, not becoming dissolved during 

the various phases, but rising up again with the unexpected experience of a greater simplicity, strength, 

and transparency. What occurs here is an initial convergence of Sulfur and Mercury, of Sun and 

Moon; you must know the work as the first preparation of the Caduceus of Hermes. 

The obstacles—aside horn those that occur at the end of the operation—consist in the excessive or 

unbalanced mixture of the mercurial and sulfuric elements. I have said that the preparation should 

make the bodily nature calm, pliant, and harmonious, under your control. You must now take this 

nature gently and lead it to the operation without alerting it. If you are impatient and clumsy, 

employing excessive force, the bodily nature will react. and free itself of you; in an instant, you will be 

thrown back to the starting point. At first these instinctive reactions are unavoidable, hut they should 

not discourage you. Try again, with a new spirit, at the same hour, and subtly insist, as Eliphas Levi 

says, like "the wave that ever returns and eventually carves even iron." 

The reactions and instinctive alarms of your body will be followed by those of the spirit if the latter 

is not strengthened enough. You will experience a sort of fainting, the sense of the ground giving way; 

you will shudder and rapidly react and thus find yourself back at the starting point
3
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3
 The reader should note the analogy with those sudden jumps thar often occur without apparent reason before 

falling asleep; during sleep a natural, unconscious, involuntary separation of the fluidic body occurs, followed by 

a state of passivity of the Self before the forces to which it owes its existence and which replace it during sleep. 

To those who understand, this analogy can already supply the directives for a second method. We may recall that 

Meyrink has specifically said that the secret consists in becoming aware of the "form" of one Self, of one's skin,' 



The way will remain closed until you awaken in yourself an even faster readiness, with which you will 

suddenly stop the reaction before it suspends the fluidic detachment. 

The opposite defect consists in the possibility of abandoning oneself to abandonmenti, thus 

dissolving self-awareness. This would lower the world of magicians to the world of mediums and of 

visionaries, the world of the supersensible to the world of the subsensible. 

In the medium, the center is dissolved and his consciousness slips down, becomes immersed in the 

body, becoming the body's own consciousness, A medium is fully dependent on the body; what he 

experiences are emergences and "projections" of the turbid tendencies and the elementary forces 

enclosed in his organism. The sign of this perversion and abortion of the operation is a sense of deadly 

tiredness that will overtake you as soon as you return to the normal state, since other forces will have 

fed on your strength. 

To create an ever more decisive preponderance of the intellectual center over the peripheral 

sensibility that is in contact with the external world, and also over the Organic and subconscious 

elements—such is the work of the 'preparation" mentioned at the start of this essay. This 

preponderance leads to the already mentioned state = 0, where the mind joins itself and realizes the 

experience of independence, subsistence, and superiority in regard to everything that is bodily and 

animal. When the detachment of the fluidic body occurs, through your fixing that is made continuous 

and boldly intensified in the inner direction, one support is taken from you; you must remain 

absolutely steady in this pure, immaterial, extra-cerebra/ state of mind and of the ‘Self' If you are not 

up to it, the mediumistic and sleepwalking state sets in, in which the liberated fluidic body lacks a 

nucleus, thus becoming a passive instrument of the inferior world. 

However, if you actively go beyond the neutral point, you will realize the "Rebirth in the Mind" in 

the "Magnesium of the Wise" (the Elixir). Fro the golden nucleus of your perfected, concentrated, and 

one mind = 1, an intellectual light will break forth, in which you will realize a new, powerful, 

transformed sense of Self. You will be able to see. You will be awake. 

    Philalethes says (Introitus, ch. I and XIII): "Through our gold (0 = the Sun, which is the 

awakened nucleus made from the preparation) the same occurs (as through the seed); at first it is dead, 

or rather its enlivening virtue  is hidden beneath the thick husk of its body.... As soon as it is bathed 

with  our water (which is 3, the fluidic), it is reborn, regains life, and becomes the Gold of the 

Philosophers… The fixed becomes volatile for a time, so that  it may inherit a nobler quality that then 

serves to/ix the volatile." 

    With this experience your "Self abandons the animal vehicle, which is enslaved to the "waters," 

and assumes a fluidic body (or "body of air") as an organ for action, with which and through adequate 

determinations it can operate multiple and miraculous works. And if, due to the reassumption of the 

animal body, you were to encounter difficulties, remember: the  method is to evoke the image and to 

will it. 

     For the magician it is imperative to escape in any possible way from the  atmosphere of 

enslavement and intoxication that is the "soul of the earth";  to enter in a conscious contact with the 

world beyond, and to act from there,  directing corresponding reactions and effects in real life. His 

spirit, according to Kremmerz, is like a flame that goes up and down: he knows how to rise to the 

surface of the current of the "waters" where, being consecrated in  "air," he is virtually empowered to 

subject all the beings that depend on this current, which now appears as the very "Astral Light" itself. 

      I have shown you a way. Try what I heve said before thinking of any other operations. Do not 
                                                                                                                                                                                     

while sunk in sleep, or better, at the moment of falling asleep 



believe that the task is easy and without dangers; also, do not expect anything from the initial attempts. 

If you persevere and master your doubts, you will succeed. Dare and be silent. 

      The strongest force is the will of man who knows what he wants. Set the  goal, then, and never 

change it. After you have started never, ever quit, no  matter what, because, as I have told you before, 

the path of Magic does not have "dead corners." One does not have to embark upon it, but once you    

have done so, there are only two alternatives: succeed or perish. 

 

 


